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PLEXIS Direct: Real-time adjudication
Real-time adjudication app provides speed-to-value

The adage, “time is money” is especially apt when it comes to risk management and 
claims adjudication. Traditional claims adjudication takes up to 60 days or more to 
receive and settle, and even some EDI (electronic data interchange) systems take up 
to 10 days to finalize. But the PLEXIS Direct app can receive and adjudicate a claim in 
roughly the same amount of time as a credit card transaction. Best of all, providers can 
use the PLEXIS Direct app on their laptop and on select mobile devices to adjudicate 
claims in real-time. 

RISK MANAGEMENT: CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
For an organization to give its sales force a competitive advantage, critical success 
factors include capturing new clients, creating greater premiums, and maintaining 
renewal premiums. An actuarial secret to getting the rate increases you need while 
retaining all your clients is simply to provide them with better service. PLEXIS Direct 
delivers three mission-critical solutions to facilitate the growth of your organization 
by enhancing client value and improving the business of healthcare delivery:
 

ENHANCING CLIENT VALUE
PLEXIS Direct accepts transactions from healthcare providers, reformats the data, 
transmits the transaction to the PLEXIS core platform database, and returns results in 
real-time. The PLEXIS Direct app delivers claim adjudication, patient eligibility, claim 
repricing, claim status, and other valuable real-time adjudication abilities.

Additionally, PLEXIS Direct:
        Features advanced encryption to ensure the security of all transactions.
        Provides universal data capture from any practice management system.
        Leverages the power of Microsoft SQL, .NET, XML, and Internet Information   
  Services (IIS) to provide a secure, stable, scalable environment for    
 brokering claims transactions.
        Helps payers avoid costly timely payment penalties.
        Includes extensive message handling capabilities to validate transaction   
 accuracy and delivery. 
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